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Abstract - Sustainable tourism is the prime most need to be practice, especially in eco fragile and remote areas. Ecotourism planning is the tool for development in direction of sustainability although it is practicing world widely even that developing countries have great potential of eco-tourism to expose and experience their untouched and unexposed area to the world and maintain the area’s biodiversity conservation and sustainability goals by providing the economic platform to their native community. Many factors may affect eco-tourism planning’s success and failure actively and passively. This paper study will be focused on the success and failure measures for the sustainability of tourism factors in Nepal and Bhutan.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays life is getting fast day by day due to urbanization and people hardly get any time to spend quality time with their family members, but to compensate this many prefer to go out in rich eco areas during leave/holidays/ work breaks to spend some quality time away from work pressure and polluted cities to explore the exotic nature in undisturbed natural areas themselves, thus Eco-tourism has become an important socio-economic activity globally. Eco-tourism is an opportunity to experience a strong relationship between man & nature. It provides a platform to learn about rich biodiversity importance and conservation too. It directly helps to associated native people to generate local economy and livelihood contributes to state GDP as well as provides finance mechanisms for biodiversity conservation. So it accelerates sustainable development in a particular eco-system [1].

1.1 Ecotourism

Ecotourism has been described as “Tourism involves travelling to relatively undisturbed natural areas with specified object of studying, admiring and enjoying exotic nature and animals, as well as existing cultural aspects (both of the past and present) found in these areas.”(TIES, 2015)[2].

Ecotourism is responsible for tourism in the nature-rich area it is a sub-component of alternative tourism. Ecotourism is an opportunity for the developing countries so that any particular region can develop its sustainability economically, socially and environmentally. Ecotourism involves visiting natural, entrepreneurship for the local community and economic contribution to the state [3]. The eco-sensitive area encourages those activities which are nature friendly and enables the economic and social development of local communities. It is reliant on awareness and learning experiences and sensitivity towards nature, its landscape, flora, fauna and their habitats, cultural artifacts of the local community.

Eco-sensitive areas need to be carefully planned and well-conducted, and for the sustainability participation of village-based or local tribes is must, so that the pressure on the natural resources can be channelized and community can be made more self-dependent and productive in terms of quality of life.

Ecotourism is important for raising environmental consciousness by exploring rich eco-friendly areas while responsible tourism experiences. Ecosystems influence people’s thinking process, which finally develops awareness for conservation and protection. It includes nature’s cape and cultural cape-like water, landscape, topography, green foliage, pure air, and variety for recreational activities suitable for every type of environment [4].

1.2 What is sustainable tourism?

Many definitions have been proposed and emerged for the sustainable tourism with set of guidelines and principles. Ecotourism is a sustainable strategy for the rural and remote areas. Sustainable tourism basic principle-based upon the preservation of rich bio-diversity and integration of local people with their developments and operational activities, and finally its emphasis on their holistic development. Encompasses with natural resources management and establishes a relationship with host and guest with the tool of awareness and respect for the related eco-system Many organizations have proposed guidelines for sustainable tourism [5].

1.3 Mountain areas and eco-tourism

Mountains are much more sensitive and fragile ecosystem than any plane area. According to the UN in the Year 2002 mountains and Ecotourism both have been co-
related to achieve sustainable goals in mountains. This relationship is an important key driver for mountain communities. Where ecotourism contains itself as a key conductor for sustainable tourism and mountain development (UN). Mountains are blessed with enough potential to become perfect eco-tourism destinations. Mountains are full of natural resources (water, timber, minerals & biodiversity). Rich flora fauna, culture heritage, medicinal plants and related products and solitude for meditation practice, etc. due to high urbanization, fast metro life usually people are moving forward to their Desired destination especially in nature’s abundant areas like pilgrims, peace, meditational spots, soft adventure, landscape beauty, etc. [5].

1.4 Need of Sustainable tourism in mountains

Mountains have enough potential for attracting ecotourism tourist destinations all over the world. Ecotourism in mountain regions is highly recommended for regional sustainable development and for the protection of mass tourism which can cause a hazardous impact of the mountain’s ecosystem. Total land cover of mountains of the earth is about twenty-seven percent of the world land, and actively serves or home for 22% population of the world who depends upon mountain associated economy. Excluding the mountain communities, people who live in low laying areas also use mountains water & resources with a large variety of goods and services, like wood, freshwater, energy, adventure, recreational, spiritual and any other needs. Mountain also provides great geographical defensive protection from natural hazards & enemies.

1.4.1 Mountains are responsible for fulfilling around 50% requirement of freshwater on earth.

1.4.2 It is estimated that mountain-based tourism generates more than 15-20% revenues for the tourist sector, every year.

1.4.3 Characteristics of Mountains: Mountains and hills have rich biodiversity; it can be established that mountains play a very important part in sustainability of various eco-systems. Almost each and every continent has some part of mountainous area & within the almost mountainous ecosystem, blessed with deserts, polar ice caps, tropical forests, etc. that ensure plenty of mountainous eco-tourism destinations and mountainous wealth. With the emergence of protection of sensitive areas, we need to implement development policies that aimed at sustainable development [6].

3. SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCE IN BOTH COUNTRIES:

Bhutan and Nepal both countries are located at steep Himalayan mountainous landlocked terrain, on either side of the Indian state “Sikkim”, having almost the same geographical importance globally, economically developing country and are major economies based upon tourism. Both countries also share their political boundaries with the same neighboring countries ‘India & China’ as shown in figure (1).

![Fig-1: Location of Bhutan & Nepal on the Globe](image)

Table - 1: Showing Major Typologies of Bhutan & Nepal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Bhutan</th>
<th>Nepal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>27° 30’ N, 90° 30’ E</td>
<td>28° 00’ N, 84° 00’ E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Features</td>
<td>Combination of mountains and valleys</td>
<td>75% of steep Himalayan mountain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation</td>
<td>7,000 M to 200 M from sea level</td>
<td>8,848 M to 60M from sea level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3.1 Physical features

Due to location, Nepal, and Bhutan share a large range of vital characteristics. Both countries located within the Himalayas mountainous panorama. Consists of a critical upland of ridges and valleys leading as much as the excessive mountains, with a small lowland location along the Indian border. The towering, snowcapped Himalayas run alongside the northern border with China. They are craggy and forbidding and have steep mountain passes and year-round ice fields. The world’s tallest mountain peak, Mt. Everest, is located in Nepal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>38,394 KM²</th>
<th>147,181 KM²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Land Cover</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.5% of the area is under forest</td>
<td>25.4% forest cover</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.75% agriculture land</td>
<td>28.75% Agricultural land</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.35% Snow and Glacier</td>
<td>15% snow and glacier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65% Water Bodies</td>
<td>65% hills, 17% tarai region and 2.7% water bodies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Population (2020) | 7.6 lakh | 2.8 million |
| Population Density (2020) | 20 person / km² | 203 person / km² |
| Economy Pillar | Tours and tourism, agriculture | Agriculture and tours and tourism |
| Literacy rate | 66.56% in 2017 | 67.91% in 2018 |
| Social Religion/Comm unity | Mostly Buddhist | Mostly Hindu &Buddhist |
| Political Boundary | India (659 km) & China (477 km) | India (1,690 km) & China (1,236 km) |
| Urban Rural Ratio | 54% population is rural and 46% population is urban | 78.6 % population is rural and only 21.4 % population is urban |

### 3.2 Political features

Both countries are having political similarities too, according to historical facts both countries have never been under British rule or any other ruling power. Hindu kings dominated Nepal, whilst Buddhist priests managed Bhutan. Nowadays the governments of both Nepal and Bhutan are constitutional monarchies kingdoms. In Bhutan, the king is still the perfect ruler, whereas in Nepal the king shares strength with an elected parliament.

### 3.3 Demography

In the context of population density, Bhutan has the lowest density of 18 people per sq km whereas Nepal is quite dense, 203 people per SQ KM, which is reflecting much higher urban density in comparison of Bhutan.

Nepal’s surface area is approx. 3.8 times greater than Bhutan’s surface area but the growth rate of population is the much higher which raises the question about the huge difference of the capability of Nepal for sustainability. Higher Population pressure is one of the major constraints for ecotourism development and it’s hard to stop encroachments in the protected area as shown in figure (2) & (3) [9] [10] [11] [12].

![Chart-1a](chart1a.png)

**AREA IN SQKM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nepal</th>
<th>Bhutan</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Chart-1b](chart1b.png)

**DENSITY PER/SQKM IN 2020**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nepal</th>
<th>Bhutan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>203</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. COMPARISON TOURIST FOOTPRINT AND ECONOMY IN BHUTAN AND NEPAL

Bhutan is amongst one of the poorest countries of the world. Due to climate and geographical challenges per person annual income as per the GDP was 3,423.00 USD only in 2019. Bhutan is a newcomer in comparison to Nepal in the field of tourism. It has opened its boundary for tourism in 1974. At the same time, Nepal is also very poor country, 25% of its people fall under the BPL category. The GDP of Nepal is dependent primarily on remittance. The ill political base is also responsible for their economic backwardness. Annual income per person is 1,034.11 USD in 2019. Which is one-third of Bhutanese. Tourism is boon for both poor countries because of ample mountain, rich biodiversity, and full of the hot spot, great potential of natural, cultural, adventure and religious tourism. Nepal’s travel and tourism directly contribute to Nepal’s GDP in 2016 was 0.8 billion USD, which is 3.6 percent of GDP, while the combined contribution was 1.6 billion USD, which is 7.5 percent of Nepal’s GDP. Tourism also benefits Nepal in terms of poverty reduction, employment generation, and income redistribution. The WTTC report estimates that the arena supported nearly 1,000,000 (945,000) direct and indirect jobs in 2016, or roughly 6.4 percent of total employment. Figure 4 shows continued growth in arrivals for Bhutan whereas Nepal had to face ups and downs for the number of arrivals because in 2015 Nepal had to face a savior earthquake disaster that was the main tragedy for the lowest tourist arrivals. The growth rate shows negative growth. In the context of tourist density = tourist arrivals / km². In the year 2018, Bhutan’s tourism density was 5.26 whereas Nepal’s tourism density was 7.94 which show both countries got almost same proportion of tourist in 2018. So it disclose the questioning conventional tourism practices which based on poor sustainability measures and shows the need for improvement for sustainable tourism policies too [15] [16].

Nepal is continuously struggling with the fluctuating growth rate of international tourist arrivals which shows ill health of strategic tourism management and poor infrastructure whereas Bhutan is showing continuously positive gain in international arrivals. Figure (5) shows the dominance of Nepal in the international tourist arrivals due to essay asses towards Nepal and its visa policies, regional share especially Hindu religion temples & birth place of Gautama Buddha, and marketing strategies and Nepal has most important and high altitude peaks like Mt Everest, Annapurna, Kanchenjunga, and Lhotse etc. [17] [18].
5. COMPARISON OF FOREST COVER, ECO REGIONS AND ITS PLANNING

Land cover and protected area plays vital role for the sustainability of mountain and its biodiversity conservation. Nepal and Bhutan both counties have very sensitive mountain ecology, their mountains falls under the category of very important mountains, on the world map in context of water typology, forest resources and rich biodiversity.

Fig-2: Map of Bhutan Protected Areas [19]

Bhutan enjoys a special position in the international arena by explicitly taking sustainable development as the central objective of its development policy and thus embracing ecotourism as the national tourism development objective (Rinzin 2006). For the eco-tourism planning main stage is the first stage which identifies the site potential so that the related community and biodiversity can be sustainable and fruitful for the cultural appreciation. Although both countries have lots of geographical and location wise similarities, and at the same time both have similar tourism policies based upon sustainable tourism. Even though Bhutan is a tiny state, eco region has been identified cautiously based upon sustainable tourism like whole country’s mountainous peaks fall into protected region and are smartly connected with eco-corridors, which gives full exposure journey to one Eco region to the another eco region. It creates an inclusive approach to the ecotourism planning and management as shown in figure 6. [19]

Chart -5: protected area comparison [20] [21]

Fig-3: Base Map Adapted From Nepal Department Of National Parks And Wildlife Conservation "Protected Areas Of Nepal" [22]

Fig-4: Proposed Tourist Route in Nepal [23]
5.1 This eco-corridor approach, minimize the encroachment in the protected forest area. Generally ribbon development takes place along the national and state highways especially in developing countries due to lack of unorganized employment opportunities. Because of this land encroachment is very common into the protected areas.

5.2 It gives full opportunity to develop forest community. Eco-corridor approach is a boon for the rural tourism. Due to this approach homestays, rural products, rural employment, and encounter with seasonably all the elements can be easily sync with the eco-tourism and goal of sustainability would be boosted easily.

5.3 A segregation of national highway and eco-tourist corridors provides full exposure to local community as well as mitigates the urbanization impact to the high sensitive areas.

5.4 Deduct noise pollution and minimize the carbon emissions. With the approach of eco-corridor, it enhance the rich environment and helpful to maintain bio-diversity conservation.

5.5 Because of eco-corridors high values of eco-tourism can be achieved which leads eco-tourism to the further dimension.

5.6 Community involvement: for the benefit of the last person, to ensure the positive involvement of the last person is necessary. In context of developing country promotion of CBT is essential to get direct benefit to the local community but it’s challenging too. With the corridor approach within the protected area, waste management, energy conservation, water conservation capacity building of community can be effectively managed.

5.7 In figure 7, we can make out a positive increase in forest cover in Bhutan and Nepal is unable to manage encroachment in forest areas.

Even though Nepal is 3.8times (approx.) bigger area wise it is much densely populated as compared to Bhutan. In respect of ecotourism planning Nepal’s eco-regions provides buffer zone according to conventional method of protection which is very thin to protect eco-sensitive protected region as shown in figure 7 and it has been provided only around the national parks regions only. A positive approach has been reflected in figure 8, a trail has been proposed to connect whole mountain peaks chain with each other which ensure to enhance the sustainability to the highly eco-sensitive Mountains as shown in figure 8 & 9.[19] [22] [23] [24]

6. COMPARISON ANALYSIS

Following are the factors which are most responsible for the success and failure of the eco-tourism sustainable strategies for any country. Which emphasis Bhutan and Nepal both are very similarly nature blessed countries. In this table we can see the reflection, Bhutan eco-tourism perspective, is much more.

Table -2: Comparison Analysis of Success & Failure Feature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>BHUTAN</th>
<th>NEPAL</th>
<th>COMMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population Density</td>
<td>20 person/km² in 2019</td>
<td>203 person/km² in 2019</td>
<td>Shows control population and encourage sustainable development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist Density= Tourist arrivals/km²</td>
<td>5.26 tourist/km²</td>
<td>7.94 tourist/km²</td>
<td>Shows Almost equal tourist arrivals which promote eco-tourism practice and disclose myth about conventional tourism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist Arrivals International</td>
<td>247097</td>
<td>1173072</td>
<td>Number of international arrivals is higher for Nepal even policies are unable to handle sustainability for environment and cultural too at the same time Bhutan policies are attracting international tourism with its eco-sensitive centric approaches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmenal Activities</td>
<td>“High value low impact” promoting practices which minimize and mitigate the negative impact on environment</td>
<td>Haphazard development, encroachment in protected areas and illegal use of forest resources</td>
<td>Controlled development policies, using national renewal energies, waste management in protected areas, eco lodge, etc. encourage environment based activates in protected area.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. CONCLUSION

The comparative assessment of both countries reveals that geographic and political base of both countries are almost similar. Nature has blessed both of the countries equally but the planning and community pattern makes huge difference thus beauty of ecotourism planning took place and shows Bhutan policies are more and more focused on sustainable tourism. Though Nepal is blessed with higher scope for tourism growth because of popular Himalayan highest peaks, Hindu religious pilgrims, birthplace of Gautama Buddha, bigger land area, climate and other factors which are favorable for the higher influx of international arrivals to Nepal rather than Bhutan. But high population, haphazard urbanization, development without planning, the lack of resilience strategies, legislation uncertainty threatens the sustainable tourism development in the long run whereas on the other hand Bhutan is new in the field of tourism and it has to face high competition by its neighbor specially Sikkim, although Bhutan is taking tiny and gradual steps towards the sustainable tourism their growth and approach is much more positive and focused on sustainable goals in comparison to Nepal. It promises more sensible and sustainable tourism because of successful policies and positive contribution of its community approach.
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